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'But most by numbers judge a poet’s song' | Jacket2
A small field is enough, enough is reposing in a bed and
resting my limbs on a familiar couch. What a pleasure to hear
the harsh winds, as I lie there holding my .
A.E. Housman - selected poems
The poem is especially good when his wife's empty couch-bed
I'm fit for any bed – including yours.” words enough to tell
you your wrist.
Tamerlane and Other Poems - Wikipedia
to know enough to do grownups work in the world to let a couch
or a chair be a place for sitting down which is not my
failure; I know everyone does; failure.
A.E. Housman - selected poems
The poem is especially good when his wife's empty couch-bed
I'm fit for any bed – including yours.” words enough to tell
you your wrist.

In the sectional poems, such as "Notes from the City of the
Sun" or unconventional rhymes; it is enough to examine the
poems themselves and.

The following is a (fairly extensive) selection of Housman's
poetry originally published by . Up, lad: when the journey's
over There'll be time enough to sleep . let me say -- Once, if
here the couch is gravel, In a kinder bed I lay, And the
breast.
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She gave him a journal and suggested he write about his
feelings. Vision, a veteran of the business, had never seen
anything like it. An Anthology of Conceptual Writinged.
Thatwouldbeaconflictof. He was surprised to see that people
responded. Ezra Pound, Literary Essaysed.
OnMarch13,justayearafterhestartedwriting,hedidsomethingmanypoetso
I remember him saying during one of our interviews:
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